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Abstract
This article mainly describes the requirements between the physical layer and the data
link layer for advanced communication of electric vehicles. Based on wired
communication technology and fixed charging device, it contains all information
exchange of all participants in the power and energy exchange. This article is also
suitable for manual connection charging.This article also applies to charging an EV
battery from a charging pile and the reverse ev battery feeding electricity back to a home
or distributed grid through a charging pile.
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1. Introduction
The looming energy crisis and the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have led automakers to
make very significant efforts to reduce the energy consumption of their vehicles.They are currently
developing cars that are partly or entirely powered by electricity.Thus, if renewable energy is used to
generate electricity, cars will reduce their dependence on oil, improve global energy efficiency, and
reduce overall co2 emissions from road transport.In order to charge the batteries of these cars, specific
charging infrastructure is required.Much standardization work has been done on specifications for
charging infrastructure and vehicle interfaces, however, communication between vehicles and the
grid has not been adequately addressed.This advanced communication facilitates the optimization of
energy resources and energy production systems, as vehicles can be recharged at the most economical
or energy efficient moments.

2. System Architecture
2.1 Communication Layers Overview
This article is organized along architectural lines, separating the system into two large scale parts: the
MAC sub-layer of the data link layer and the physical layer.This article defines requirements
applicable to both the physical layer and the data link layer, including the V2G standard service
primitive interface.
2.2 Definition of High-Level Communication
This article deals with two different communication concepts: “Based signal communication“ and
“high-level communication“, high-level communication include identification, pay, load balance,
energy transmission control and value-added services, and basic signal communication only contains
a vehicle state interaction, the energy transmission process and the basis of safety control guidance
related content, only when the EV and EVSE are equipped with HLC equipment,Information
communication based on HLC mode can be carried out.
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2.3 Definition of Basic Signalling
Any charging process, no matter the presence of high-level communication, uses the bidirectional
signalling to indicate EV related information through control pilot states and EVSE reated
information through the duty cycle of the control pilot signal.
2.4 Identification Introduction
The initialization phase depends on whether identification “ID from EV“ or EIM is required. When
authorization of payment is required for charging, the EVSE shall offer PnC or EIM means. Any
payment included in a package is considered as “No ID required“ since the energy is paid for by
means totally independent of the EVSE.
2.5 System Introduction
2.5.1 Overview
This clause defines the requirements on the triggering of the EVSE and the EV immediately after the
plug-in of the cable assembly. It includes the specifications of sequences, when and how to contract
ID is recongnized, when to launch the matching process, and how to decide to use basic charging or
high-level communication charging.
2.5.2 EVSE Side
In case no communication could be established with a 5 % control pilot duty cycle(matching process
not started), if the EVSE wants to switch to a nominal duty cycle,then the change from 5 % to a
nominal duty cycle shall be done with a specific sequence B2 or C2(5%) ->Eor F ->B2(nominal value)
to allow backward compati-bility.The minimum time at the control pilot state E or F is defined to
T_step_EF.
In case a communication has already been established within 5 % control pilot dutycycle ("Matched
state" reached or matching process ongoing), a change from 5 %to a nominal duty cycle shall be done
with a X1 state in the middle to signal the EV that the control pilot duty cycle willchange to a nominal
duty cycle.
lf an AC EVSE applies a 5 % control pilot duty cycle, and the EVSE receives no SLAC request within
TT_EVSE_SLAC_init, the EVSE shall go to state E or F for T_step_EF,shall go back to 5 % duty
cycle, and shall reset the TT_EVSE_SLAC_init timeoutbefore being ready to answer a matching
request again.This sequence shall beretried C_sequ_retry times.At the end, without any reaction, the
EVSE shall go tostate X1.
2.5.3 EV Side
On seeing a nominal duty cycle, the EV may launch the charge at any time. In the HLC-C mode, in
case of a nominal duty cycle, the vehicle shall determine themaximum charge current, defined by the
EVSE, by calculating the minimum of thefollowing values:
---- maximum charge current given by the control pilot duty cycle;
---- maximum charge current given by the HLC-C messages.

3. Connection Coordination
3.1 General
This clause describes the behaviour of the system, at different phases of a charging session, between
aplug-in and a plug-out.
3.2 Plug-in Phase
This phase covers the plug-in up to the beginning of the charge.
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3.2.1 EVSE Side
After successful detection of the plug-in of a cable assembly, the low-layer commu-nication module
shall be ready for communication. The EVSE shall only apply 5% control pilot duty cycle if the lowlayer communication module is ready for communication.
3.2.2 EV Side
When detecting a nominal duty cycle, the EV can either start charging in the basic charging mode
orwait until the HLC-C mode is established.
3.3 Initialization Phase
When the V2G Data link setup is successful and if the PnC identification mode is implemented,
further identification is managed by higher layer. According to that ID recognition, the EVSE will
decide whether to authorize the charge or to not authorize the charge.
3.4 Loss of Communication
If communication link is lost after a data link is established, a loss request should be sent to the higher
layers.If the EV detects a communication loss, the EV can switch to basic charging mode or stop
charging.When the matching process is restarted, if the EVSE sets the nominal duty cycle, the EV
can continue charging in basic mode.The matching process after communication loss is exactly the
same as the match phase.
3.5 Sleep Mode and Wake-Up
A sleep mode is used for energy saving.EV and EVSE can enter a sleep mode after negotiating a
pause through HLC protocol. On the EVSE side, a sleep mode means that the oscillator will be off,
the +12V supply of the pilot line will stay on, and the low-layer communication module may be
powered off. On the EV side, a sleep mode means state B and the low-layer communication module
may be poweredoff. The wake-up mechanisms may also be used after charge session was already
terminated to allowthe counterpart station to reestablish HLC.

4. Matching EV-EVSE Process
4.1 Overview
A unique matching between the EV and a specific charge coupler of the EVSE is necessary for most
of the use cases. After the matching process,which is defined within this clause, upper layers are able
to proceed their binding process.Interfaces related to data link status between the layers. Depending
on the communication signal paths, the matching process depends on the infrastructure topology.
Under some technical conditions, the matching process might render ambiguous results. In this case,
an additional validation process based on a signalling through the control pilotline can be necessary
to confirm the matching. Figure 1 gives a generic overview of the matching process.
4.2 Initialization of Matching Process
The first phase of the matching process is called initialization of matching process. During this phase,
the node is configured in order to enhance the matching process.
4.3 Discovery of the Connected Low-Layer Communication Module
During the discovery process, the EV determines which EVSE is directly connected to its cable
assembly. The method is based on a measurement of the signal strength.The EV will discover all the
communication nodes in range, measure, and compare signal strengths and will choose the
communication nodes.
4.4 Validation of Matching Decision
The validation of matching decision is a method to validate the signal strength measurement through
an additional independent path, based on the hardwired control pilot line. lf a validation of matching
decision is required to confirm that the EV is connected to the right low-layer communication module,
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the following requirements are considered as mandatory if validation of matching is supported. After
the signal strength measurement, the EV can decide on the basis of the results to request the EVSE
for an additional validation process. As soon as the EVSE is ready to detect the control pilot line,the
EV sends a random timer valuie TP_EV_vald_toggle to the EVSE. After sending the message, the
EV switches the control pilot state in the sequence B-C-B.This switching sequence is called BCBToggle in the following.
According to the EVSE architecture, the EVSE can answer to the request by the following certain
states.

Figure 1. EV point of view
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4.5 Set-Up a Logical Network
According to the low-layer communication technology, a logical network might have to be built in
order to enhance the communication. As soon as the EV has successfully joined the logical network
of the EVSE, both entities are in the status “Matched”.
4.6 Leave the Logical Network
With receiving a terminate request from HLE, the communication node shall leave the logical
network. All parameters related to the current link shall be set to the default value and shall change
to the status “Unmatched”.

5. Function of Matching EV-EVSE Process
5.1 Signal Strength Measurement-Parameter Exchange
5.1.1 Functional Description
Before the signal strength measurement starts, the EV broadcasts the parameters to be used for the
following signal strength measurement sequence. Any unmatched EVSE which receives the
parameter exchange broadcast sends a response to the EV.
A SLAC request shall only be responded by EVSEs low-layer communciation module if all the
following conditions are fulfilled:
--EVSE is connected to an EV, detected by a valid control pilot;
--EVSE is in “Unmatched” state.
5.1.2 Timing Constrains and Error Handling
As shown in Figure 2, during the SLAC parameter exchange phase, EV side sends a parameter
exchange request. If no effective response from EVSE is received after the timer ends, EV will
consider the matching process failed after several retries.If, during the matching process, EVSE
receives a parameter exchange request that is in the process of matching EV, the EVSE should restart
its state and reply to the request.

Figure 2. Sequence chart of signal strength measurement-Parameter exchange
5.2 Signal Strength Measurement
5.2.1 Functional Description
Through signal strength measurements, the EV must determine which corresponding EVSE nodes
are available and which are the correct connections.Therefore, EVSE measures signal attenuation
from EV for different frequency sets and reports signal strength to EV. According to the report, EV
decided to connect directly to EVSE. After exchanging parameters, the EV sends a message to begin
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the signal strength measurement process.All possible EVses calculate the signal strength based on the
message and send it back.
5.2.2 Timing Constraints and Error Handling
Figure 3 shows the timing sequence diagram of signal intensity measurement.After receiving the
information that the parameter exchange is successful, the EV starts to send signal attenuation
characteristic information at regular intervals. If the EV receives confirmation information from all
evSes and is identified during the parameter exchange, the EV can continue the matching process.If
the timer expires and no confirmation is received, the matching process is considered to have
failed.After receiving all m-Sound messages, EVSE calculates the average and sends the results to
EV.

Figure 3. Sequence chart of signal strength measurement
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5.3 Validation of Matching Decision
5.3.1 Functional Description
Matching decision verification is a method to verify SLAC based matching using control pilot line.If
the EV cannot make a clear matching decision based on the signal strength measurement, it may
decide to conduct an additional verification process.The verification process is divided into two parts,
consisting of cm_validate. REQ and cm_validate. CNF respectively.It is important to consider that
the first and second request-response are different in the content of the message.In the following
messages related to the first/second request-response, specify as step 1 or Step 2, respectively.The
validation process is an asynchronous one, which means that a mismatched EVSE can respond to
CM_validate.req in any case, even if no signal strength has been previously measured.This behavior
is necessary because the time between signal strength measurement and validation of a particular
EVSE is unpredictable, because the number of previous validation processes with other EVSes is
unknown.To request the validation process, the EV sends the EVSE the first CM_validate.req, which
contains a timer value of 0 and a result field indicating readiness.EVSE responds with the first
cm_validate.cnf, which contains a ToggleNum zero.The result field of the message is consistent with
the current state of EVSE:
--When EVSE is ready to perform the validation process, it populates the result field with ready.In
this case, EV will continue to send step 2 cm_validate.req.
--When EVSE is busy and unable to perform validation, it populates the result field with not Ready.In
this case, EVSE is not ready for step 2, cm_validate.req.EV can begin the retry by resending the first
cm_validate.req.
--When EVSE wants to indicate that validation is not required, it populates the result field as not
required, in which case the EV can either follow this advice and stop the validation process or
continue with step 2 cm_validate.req to force EVSE to follow the validation process.
--In any special case, if EVSE cannot perform any validation procedures, or if it does not implement
the validation procedures feature, it will populate the result field with Failure.
The second part of the verification process includes ev-side control pilot switching sequence and
EVSE side control pilot switching count.EV begins the process by sending step 2 indicating
"ready."Upon receipt of step 2cm_validate.req, EVSE begins counting the BbB-toggles within the
time window given in the timer field of the request.When the timer expires, EVSE sends EV a step 2
cm_validate.cnf containing the number of bbcb-toggles seen and populates the result field with
Success.When validation cannot be performed or the number of bbcb-toggles you see does not contain
valid data, the field is filled with Failure.If the validation does not confirm the matching decision of
the signal strength measurement, the EV can proceed to the next potential EVSE.
5.3.2 Timing Constraints and Error Handling
As shown in Figure 4. When sending step 1 cm_validate. REQ, EV will start timer
TT_match_response. When the TT_match_response timer expires, the EV resends step 1,
cm_validate. REQ, in C_EV_match_retry times.Any retries should restart the timer.When a valid
cm_validate.cnf is received, the TT_match_response timer will stop.If the EV does not receive any
valid CM_validate.cnf in all retries, the EV should stop the validation process using the current EVSE
and continue the validation process using the next potential EVSE.If the result field of step 1
cm_validate.cnf contains Success, the EV should discontinue the validation process using the current
EVSE and continue the validation process using the next potential EVSE.If the result field of step 1
cm_validate.cnf contains not ready, the EV will retry after an unspecified time or continue validation
with the next potential EVSE, with the option to retry validation again with the not ready EVSE at a
later date.If the result field of step 1 cm_validate.cnf contains not required, EV can skip the validation
process.If the result field of step 1 cm_validate.cnf contains ready, EV should send step 2
cm_validate.req within TP_match_sequence with a timer value that overtakes the entire BbcB-toggle
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sequence.If the result field of step 2 cm_validate.cnf contains failure, not ready, or not required, the
EV should discontinue the validation process using the current EVSE and continue the validation
process using the next potential EVSE.If the result field of cm_validate.cnf in step 2 contains Success,
EV compares the ToggleNum field of the cm_validate.cnf message with the number of bbcb-toggles
executed.If the two numbers are equal, EV_Discovering_Status is confirmed as EVSE_FOUND,
otherwise, the EV should proceed with the verification process with the next potential EVSE.If the
match status is verified, the EV sends a match request.If EVSE is occupied by another running
validation process, set the result field to not Ready.If EVSE is able to perform the validation process
and is not occupied, the validation process should continue with the resulting field set to ready or not
required.If EVSE cannot perform the validation process, set the resulting field to Failure.

Figure 4. Sequence chart of validation process of matching decision
5.4 Logical Network Parameter Exchange
5.4.1 Functional Description
After the EV completes the matching decision, it requests the parameters of the logical network from
the selected EVSE via the message cm_slac_mate.req.The selected EVSE responds to the EV request
with cm_slac_mate.cnf, which contains all the parameters to be set to join the EVSE logical
network.Whenever EVSE switches to a private logical network, the local NMK needs to be set for
each random value to ensure the uniqueness of the logical network.The configuration of the NMK on
the EVSE side should be done by sending cm_SLAC_match-.cnf MME or at any previous time.It is
recommended that you set the local NMK on the EVSE side before the matching process starts, for
example, when the matching state transitions to the non-matching state.
5.4.2 Timing Constraints and Error Handling
As shown in Figure 5, if EVSE receives another CM_SLac_match-.req from the same EV, it means
that the EV resends its request for some reason (i.e., cm_SLac_match-.cnf did not receive it).EVSE
will respond to the request again.
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Figure 5. Sequence chart of logical network parameter exchange
5.5 Joining the Logical Network
5.5.1 Functional Description
After the correct match between EVS and EVs is determined and network parameters are exchanged,
EVs are added to the logical network of EVs.Communication over broadcast domains is simplified
to directly connected low-level modules.The underlying communication module can join the logical
network only when the EV detects EVSE_FOUND.
5.5.2 Timing Constraints and Error Handling
As shown in Figure 6, after receiving cm_slac_match-cnf from EVSE, the EV uses cm_set_key. REQ
to configure its underlying communication module to the value of the message.After the EVSE sends
cm_SLAC_match-cnf, its underlying communication module must be updated with the NID and
NMK values sent in cm_SLAC_match-cnf.

Figure 6. Sequence chart of joining the logical network
5.6 Amplitude Map Exchange
5.6.1 Functional Description
Amplitude graph switching is an optional feature that requires the corresponding underlying
communication module to reduce the transmission power of certain carriers.The request device sends
the cm_AMP_map. REQ command, which must be confirmed by the peer through the
cm_AMP_map.cnf message.The transmission power limit requirement relates to the PSD of the
EV/EVSEs socket.Cm_amp_map.req has the following two different capabilities, depending on the
source/destination of the message:
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--CM_AMP_map.req is sent from one host to another via underlying communication and is specified
to send the transmitted power of each carrier request to the target host to be included in its amplitude
mapping calculation.This message has no direct impact on the transmission power of the underlying
communication module and is only used for information exchange.
--Sends cm_AMP_map. REQ from a host to the local underlying communication module, causing
the underlying communication module to modify its transmission power.
5.6.2 Timing Constraints and Error Handling
If amplitude map switching is initiated by a low-level communication module in the logical network,
as shown in Figure 7, the upper level should not be informed of a valid data link until the link is reestablished after the local configuration of amplitude map switching and modified amplitude maps
has been completed.

Figure 7. Sequence chart of amplitude map exchange
5.7 Leave the Logical Network
If there is no request from a higher level to terminate the link, it may take a few seconds for the CCo
of the logical network to realize that the EV has left the network.After receiving the interrupt request
from HLE, the underlying communication module leaves the logical network, resets NMK, and
switches to the matching state Unmatched.

6. Conclusion
Power carrier by it does not need additional wiring, using the existing power network for network
data transmission, transmission rate is fast, stable and safe inherent advantages in the future has a
great market and development prospects.It can be widely used in electric vehicle communication.At
the same time, THE application of OFDM in the field of power line carrier communication technology
has achieved rapid development. It can effectively solve the defects of power network, such as
unstable power frequency, poor interference ability and bad environment.With the continuous
improvement of new technologies, power line communication can complete the communication
process of adaptive charging of electric vehicles.
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